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MISCHIEF NIGHT

15

Director: Penny Woolcock, UK, 2006, 92 mins
Tina Crabtree (Kelli Hollis) and her unruly children collide with the Khan family during
the lead up to Yorkshire’s unique version of Halloween. Matters reach a head on the
night itself, an annual celebration of delinquency and mayhem that involves games of
egg-throwing, knock-and-run, carjacking and assassination plots. Mischief Night is an
exuberant, wild and contemporary comedy drama, playing like an episode of The Little
Rascals as directed by Alan Clarke. Working with the producers of Shameless, Woolcock
offers a fresh perspective on race relations in Yorkshire, and the comic performances of
the child actors are a genuine delight.

3 February 2009

AHLAAM

4 MONTHS, 3 WEEKS, 2 DAYS

Director: Mohamed Al Daradi, Iraq, 2005, 110 mins
Scarred Baghdad 2003, where confusion, uncertainty and death engulf the bombed ruins
of a psychiatric asylum. Voyeuristically we move between the past and the present of
three Iraqis whose lives change forever under Saddam Hussein. Ahlaam is more than
just a film, it is an anatomy of an open wound made by a film crew that was shot at,
injured, imprisoned, kidnapped, and tortured. That any film should be made under such
circumstances is extraordinary in itself, but that the film should also look so good and be
so compelling is nothing short of a miracle.

17 February 2009

14 April 2009

28 April 2009

12a

Director: Juan Antonio Bayona, Spain, 2007, 105 mins
Set in contemporary Spain, a woman brings her family back to her childhood home and
opens a seaside orphanage. Her son vanishes on the opening day and she finds herself
willing to do anything to find him again. Leading us into another world through doors,
caves and tunnels, first-time director Bayona proves adept at bleeding fairy tale into
horror. Haunting and heartbreaking, this elegant ghost story ignores genre conventions
to deliver a touching tale of motherhood, love and what may or may not lie on the other
side.

3 March 2009

12 May 2009

12a

Director: Eran Kolirin, Israel, 2007, 87mins
An Egyptian police force brass band head to Israel to play at the inaugural ceremony of
an Arab arts centre, only to find themselves lost in a foreign city. Stranded and unable
to contact their embassy, the band is forced to seek shelter with the bemused locals
enduring a long night of confusion and social gaffes. Sasson Gabai’s performance as
Tewfic, the rigidly traditional band leader, gives the film a gently tragic dimension that
contrasts nicely with the wry humour elsewhere. Kolirin has delivered a charming, lowbudget gem, featuring great music and one of the best roller-disco scenes in the history
of cinema.

17 March 2009

KENNY

15

Director: Clayton Jacobson, Australia, 2006, 104 mins
A mockumentary about Kenny, Australia’s most loveable portaloo fitter. Part philosopher,
part comedian and all heart, we follow Kenny and his crew to church gatherings, The
Melbourne Cup, and to the world’s biggest toilet convention in Nevada. Shane Jacobson,
brother of director Clayton, is simply brilliant in the title role, liberally spouting hilarious
one-liners in what is, against all the odds, a very sweet comedy. Kenny is a low-budget
cracker. Good clean fun.
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15

Director: Marjane Satrapi & Vincent Paronnaud, France, 2007, 95 mins
Based on Marjane Satrapi’s internationally best-selling autobiographical graphic novels,
Persepolis charts a young woman’s progress from childhood to adulthood during Iran’s
Islamic revolution. A delightful film that indulges in both the personal and the political,
and provides a potted history of modern Iran through one woman’s experience. The
Persepolis books are drawn in a deceptively simple style that radiates warmth and
humour, even when they are used to tell stories that are often very painful. This film
adaptation exceeds expectations, making for an endlessly charming and remarkable
coming of age story.

THE BAND’S VISIT (Bikur Ha-Tizmoret)

WINCHESTER
FILM SOCIETY

Director: Roy Andersson, Sweden, 2007, 93 mins
The scant story centres on a collection of recurring characters, trying to work out what
it’s all about in a world where the weather starts off cloudy and goes downhill from
there. Andersson’s absurdist fable is a blackly comic treat and, like his Songs from the
Second Floor, comprises a series of fifty or so living tableaux. Bleak but brilliantly witty
and inventive, it includes some of the most eye-catching surreal and unsettling cinematic
images of recent years. Evokes the ghosts of Samuel Beckett and Spike Milligan with
effortlessly orchestrated flair.

PERSEPOLIS

15

15

Director: Christian Mungiu, Romania, 2007, 113 mins
Gabita is pregnant and her best friend Otilia is roped in to help obtain a risky abortion
during the last days of the Ceausescu era in 1987. In only his second feature, Mungiu
has created a masterpiece of intimate desperation with a succession of brilliantly
created and controlled scenes. Far from being a depressing experience, Mungiu’s film is
electrifying throughout, taut with suspense and full of sharp, telling insights and images
that will stay with you long after the film has ended. Winner of the Palme d’Or at the
2007 Cannes Film Festival, this is a film that reminds us how much cinema matters.

YOU, THE LIVING (Du Levande)

15

THE ORPHANAGE (El Orfanato)

31 March 2009					

THE LAST MISTRESS

15

Director: Catherine Breillat, France, 2007, 104 mins
Set in aristocratic early 19th Century France, Ryno de Marigny has taken the young
and innocent Hermangarde as his bride. Lacking the emotional connection and carnal
passion in his marriage that he shared with his lover Vellini, Ryno rekindles the illicit
affair with tragic consequences. Two of cinema’s most thrilling and dynamic female
talents - the provocative Asia Argento and the controversial Catherine Breilllat - join
forces in this audacious and sexually-charged tale of lust and seduction. Full of gilded
dialogue, opulent costumes and philosophical musings about the nature of desire, it’s
an arthouse treat.

This brochure is sponsored by the University of Portsmouth
– a partner in bringing the best of World Cinema to the region.

7 October 2008 - 12 May 2009
www.winchesterfilmsociety.co.uk

Since 1976, Winchester Film Society
has been showcasing the best of world
cinema at a succession of venues
around the city.

Winchester Film Society at

Director: Daniele Luchetti, Italy, 2007, 104 mins
Set in the small town of Latina, this is story of Accio, a member of the fascist party, and
his brother Manrico who spearheads the local communist movement. The film charts
their coming of age in the 1960s before they drift apart in the paranoid and violent
political atmosphere of 1970s Italy. Based on Il Fasciocomunista, the best-selling novel by
Antonio Pennacchi, the film has characters that sparkle with believability and a warmly
recognisable take on family life. Luchetti’s fluent, heartfelt picture is a pleasing mix of
comedy and drama that showcases the tremendous energy of contemporary Italian
cinema.

MY BROTHER IS AN ONLY CHILD

-

Tuesdays at 8.30pm

the assasination of jesse james
by the coward robert ford
15

night.

We are also hoping to schedule in one * Seats are not allocated – first come,
or two short films during the season,
first served!
and perhaps organise the occasional
special event in addition to this core * Disabled drivers can book a parking
space at the cinema (01962 877007).
programme.
And if we can get
The train station is only about 10 mins
funding, we hope to also organize a
walk from The Screen.
follow-up to the 1st Winchester Film
Festival (2006) in the not too distant * The auditorium has induction loops.
future.
Once again we’re offering three
WFS GENERAL ENQUIRIES
different membership options. Full
Matthew Peters
membership ‘season tickets’ remain
01962 863364
outstanding value, and are the safest matthew.f.peters@googlemail.com
way to guarantee a seat at all films.
www.winchesterfilmsociety.co.uk

Winchester Film Society is run by
volunteers, and we’re always keen to
welcome new recruits and listen to
suggestions for future screenings and
ways to improve the Society.

18 November 2008					

7 October 2008

This season our films are from
thirteen countries spread across four * Membership and tickets can only be
purchased through the Film Society
continents, ranging from Jesse James
and not at The Screen box office.
to Genghis Khan, and war-torn Iraq to
Ceausescu’s Romania. Whilst focusing
* Tickets are on sale on WFS nights in
on contemporary world cinema, we
The Screen’s foyer from 8pm.
also feature a re-issue of Carol Reed’s
classic The Fallen Idol. There’s also a * Films are not preceded by trailers or
welcome film soc return for leading
adverts and start prompt at 8:30pm
- please arrive in good time to minimise
world directors Fatih Akin, Roy
delay, especially if paying on the
Andersson and Kim Di-Duk.

All films are accompanied by a short
introduction and complimentary film
notes. We hope you can join us during
the season, where we look forward
to welcoming familiar and new faces
alike.
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WFS MEMBERSHIP ENQUIRIES
Oliver Golding
01962 880682
oliver.golding@virgin.net

The Scre at Winchester
Southgate Street
Winchester
SO23 9EG
01962 877007

Director: Andrew Dominik, US, 2007, 160 mins
Opening in 1881 with Jesse James aged 34, this slowburning, elegiac adaptation of
the Ron Hansen novel explores James’ relationship with Robert Ford and their joint
relationship with fame. In a finely honed character piece, Brad Pitt is convincing as James
whilst Casey Affleck is a revelation as Ford. Roger Deakins’ sepia-toned palette and his
vast, snow-muffled landscapes are gorgeous throughout, chiming perfectly with the
melancholy tone of the film and Warren Ellis and Nick Cave’s score. Andrew Dominik’s
second feature (after Chopper) is a poetic masterpiece, a landmark in the genre, and a
tremendously stylish love letter to the art of mythmaking.

21 October 2008

3-IRON (Bin-Jip)

15

Director: Kim Ki-Duk, South Korea, 2005, 87 mins
Tae-suk prowls the streets on his motorbike, breaking into empty houses where he lives
for a few days, repaying their ‘hospitality’ with tenderly executed odd jobs. But things
change when he runs into a beautiful woman trying to escape her violent marriage.
3-Iron is a haunting, cryptically told story that is both a meditation on identity and one of
the oddest love stories in recent memory. Hot on the heels of Spring, Summer, Autumn,
Winter and Spring Again, Kim Ki-Duk validates his international reputation as the poster
boy for emergent South Korean cinema.

4 November 2008

SICKO

12a

Director: Michael Moore, US, 2007, 123 mins
Michael Moore’s new documentary is an examination of the inadequacies of the US
healthcare system, saving its sharpest tools for the insurance companies that hold
the power of life and death over so many American citizens. Moore can orchestrate
outrage pro and con like no one else, and whilst some take issue with his methods, his
messages always strike a nerve. Sicko is a full-throttle polemic, teeming with tremendous
flourishes of showbiz sentimentality, gloriously outrageous stunts and exquisitely judged
provocations. It leaves you contemplating how insidiously easy it would be for the same
thing to happen here.

2 December 2008

THE EDGE OF HEAVEN (Auf Der Anderen Seite)

15

Director: Fatih Akin, Germany/Turkey, 2007, 122 mins
An accidental killing proves the trigger for events that lead Nejat, a German University
professor, back to his father’s homeland Turkey. Here he searches for Ayten, a radical
activist, who in turn flees the Turkish authorities for Germany. As their stories impact
across both countries the film explores how cultural identity, political ideology and chance
are interwoven in our globalised world. A masterly piece of storytelling full of moving
performances, this is bold and exhilarating film-making from the director of Head-On.

16 December 2008				

THE FALLEN IDOL    PG

Director: Carol Reed, UK, 1948, 95 mins
A butler working in the French embassy in London comes under suspicion when his
wife accidentally falls to her death, the only witness being an impressionable young boy
caught up in a bewildering world of grown-up deceptions. One of the gems of 1940s
British cinema, The Fallen Idol was the first of three collaborations between Carol Reed
and screenwriter Graham Greene, who later teamed up to make The Third Man. Skillfully
adapted from Greene’s novella The Basement Room, the film’s brilliance radiates from
Reed’s compositions, cinematographer Georges Perinal’s monochrome photography, and
an impressively understated and affecting central performance from Ralph Richardson.

6 January 2009

MONGOL

15    
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Director: Sergei Bodrov, Russia, 2007, 126 mins
Tracing the formative years of legendary warrior Genghis Khan from age nine in 1172
to 1206, when the feuding nomadic clans united under his leadership. Set in a land of
inhospitable majesty, Mongol is by turns graceful, savage, mystical and romantic, and is
magnetically centered by the charismatic performance of Japanese superstar Tadanobu
Asano (Zatoichi, Ichi the Killer). Nominated for 2008’s Best Foreign Language Film Oscar,
this is a fascinating journey into the life of the Mongol nomads, their culture and the
tribal feuds that fractured ancient Mongolia.

Membership Application Form
You need to be a member to watch Winchester Film Society screenings, and
members must be 16 or over. There are three membership options on offer,
each with a concessionary rate:
1) ‘Season Ticket’ Membership (covers all 16 films, no need to queue, and
is quite frankly a bargain – can be purchased in advance or at any film)
2) ‘Five Film’ Membership (5 films of your choice for the price of 4 –
can be purchased in advance or at any film)
3) ‘On the Night’ Membership (for one-off or occasional film entry –
can only be purchased at a film)
I/we wish to join Winchester Film Society and apply for:

o
o
o
o
o
o

‘Season Ticket’ standard rate (£65)
‘Season Ticket’ concessionary rate (£55)
‘Five Film’ standard rate (£28)
‘Five Film’ concessionary rate (£24)
‘On the Night’ standard rate (£7)
‘On the Night’ concessionary rate (£6)

NAME/S......................................................................................................
ADDRESS....................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
POSTCODE.................................................................................................
EMAIL or PHONE NO.................................................................................
Please make your cheque payable to Winchester Film Society and send to:

Oliver Golding
Membership Secretary,
Winchester Film Society,
39 Rowlings Road
Winchester
SO22 6HH

www.winchesterfilmsociety.co.uk

